Promoting Social Entrepreneurship among Entrepreneur with Disabilities in Contribution for Community
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Abstract. Looking forward of the uniqueness social entrepreneurship (SE) new phenomena born from entrepreneurship. Because of that it is a new step point for the entrepreneur with disabilities (EWD) to be part of social entrepreneurship environments. Where SE, link the positive impact for society creating by entrepreneur that understand that social problem give a big opportunities for profit or nonprofit activity that can be solve creatively. This give a lot of advantage of EWD to contributes to community in the term of “social impact”. This conceptual paper maps SE and EWD in contribution to community with the important role play by stakeholder in promoting SE. This conceptualization enhances understanding of EWD in SE and clear picture of role play by stakeholder give chances for EWD contributes to community.

1 Introduction

Social entrepreneurship is an exciting new area to explore, but also to provide a very large impact on society. This uniqueness makes social entrepreneurship actively explored by many researchers. According to [7] social entrepreneurship is more effective than commercial entrepreneurship based on ability to added value through creative efforts to solve social problems either non-profit or profitable approach. Scenario unemployment among the disabled people viewed as social issues that still in conversation and multiple solutions has developed to address this issue. There are various obstacles that drive this group inability to get a job. Based on research [15] still these people with disabilities are not getting the job and face a lot of difficulty to enter job markets opportunity. As the government has introduced a proactive step approach to self-employed or are directly involved in entrepreneurship field. This is the step point from the social entrepreneurship will change the landscape of the people with disabilities and at the same time encouraging entrepreneurs with disabilities to participate in society contributed to achieving the social entrepreneurship context.

2 Promoting Social Entrepreneurship among Entrepreneur with Disabilities

Social entrepreneurship was born from entrepreneurship. Where entrepreneurship generally, to increase the level of economic growth [12] and also the ability to provide jobs [8, 25, 30]. Entrepreneurship and social entrepreneurship is an area with a significant difference when viewed from the angle of the ability of an entrepreneur to see a social problem that can be handled as a potential business opportunity whether it is profitable or disadvantage [7, 28]. Opportunity explored by entrepreneurs from various angles, where entrepreneurs are able to optimize the opportunities and resources to gain an advantage through innovation and creativity [12, 29].

Social entrepreneurship is a business for social purpose through additional motivation to benefit from the disadvantage, which can create social added value [1, 3]. Social entrepreneurs are able to optimize resources and innovative and creative in finding.

By understanding through the definition of social entrepreneurship and the ability to solve problems where the problem is seen as an opportunities [9, 21, 29] to ensure that the solutions to social problems can be solved [11, 29] as well as add value to society [24]. Social problems or issues are matters related to society and the environment such as poverty, hunger, natural disasters, war, drugs, people with disabilities, youth, women, pollution and so on. Social entrepreneurs will see this problem as an opportunity to complete and able to have a positive impact [13] on society and the environment.

First question will be asked might be, why is social entrepreneurship is innovative approaches used to establish the completion for issue unemployment people with disabled? And how this approach will encourage entrepreneurs with disabilities to contribute to society? Above text show the answers for the first question in general explanation.
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Show that social entrepreneur give big impact to solve social problem in innovative approach [1, 13, 17]. View of the job market that does not guarantee a person with disabilities to get a job and be followed by a variety of obstacles to get the job, and then there is encouragement of stakeholders involved in encouraging people with disabilities to self-employment or entrepreneurship [6]. Among the obstacles are always barriers for people with disabilities to get a job [4, 5, 14, 26] are like discrimination, lack of facilities for people with disabilities as well as employers' perceptions.

Table 1. The Division of Work and the Disabled and Normal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>National Income Low</th>
<th>High-income Countries</th>
<th>All Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>PWD</td>
<td>Normal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>53.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-49</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>42.9</td>
<td>54.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>57.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 and over</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: World report on disability, 2011

Opportunity to bring in revenue and a positive impact on society. Based on [28] for example, Grameen Bank, founder by Muhammad Yunus, has been successful in implementing micro-credit scheme for poor women out from poverty. Through social entrepreneurship approach has been successfully implemented to help solve the problem of poverty.

Therefore, it is important remedy identify the essence of social entrepreneurship is important in order to make social issues to social fortune to society. Recently, the government has undertaken various initiatives in order to help people with disabilities to overcome barriers to employment such as establish policies and laws encourage joining the government or the private sector [5] [15]. At the same time provide education and training program and activities to encourage the disabled to work or engage in entrepreneurship [6].

The government is still not achieving the desired goals of these groups. Based on study done by [29] show that increased interest in social entrepreneurship potential remedy makes the problem more innovative. To promote social entrepreneurship exposure to entrepreneur with disabilities should be ongoing in order effects or results to society can be maintained not only temporary. According to [23] entrepreneur play important role as a second invisible hand responsible to society by giving innovative solutions for social problem. The role of stakeholders is very important [10, 22] in provide a facility for developing entrepreneurship through social entrepreneurs need to ensure that people with disabilities are not left behind and social goals can be achieved.

The role played by the government [6] in helping to promote and give exposure to the entrepreneur with disabilities is important to see such a great potential to add value not only to their own group of disabled peoples but also to the community. Through the involvement of the government in promoting social entrepreneurship, other approaches through education and training and under the supervision of program [20, 31] can help to encourage disabled entrepreneurs directly involved.

Response for social problem facing by many country roles play by government is one of important key to provide a solution for social problem. Because of that, an innovative approach by collaboration between government and social entrepreneur will leverage public and private resources and generate transformative and cost-effective solutions to the most challenging social problems facing in the country itself [27]. Based on the Report to the President, 2007, by The Small Business Administration, Office of Advocacy suggest few methods that can be used by government agencies and elected officials to (1) encourage social entrepreneurs to innovate, (2) create enabling environments for their efforts, (3) reward their performance, (4) help scale their successes, and (5) produce knowledge to help them solve social problems [27]. According to [16], also agree that government support for social entrepreneurship as an approach for strengthening communities by social entrepreneur involves private individuals and organizations taking the initiative to address social challenges in their communities.

3 Entrepreneur with Disabilities

Contribution to Community in Context of Social Entrepreneurship

Through the encouragement of people with disabilities to engage in entrepreneurial viewed indirect impact on employment opportunities encourage the fate and overcome unemployment [17] [22] and poverty of these people. Table 1 show high of differences between incomes earned from normal people and people with disabilities this is evidence that many of people with disabilities still in poverty because of incomes they earned. Entrepreneur with disabilities will become agents of intermediate action to ensure that people with disabilities are not left out in the same boat, and even contribute back to society [24] in the context of larger social entrepreneurship impact.

The first step is to change a disabled to successful entrepreneurs with disabilities and at the same time makes successful social entrepreneurs with disabilities who can contribute to society, where previous years people with disabilities who are subject to the social mission of the business is not yet come into force [22].

Social entrepreneurship good platform for people with disabilities that will trigger a new world in entrepreneurship or social entrepreneurship. No issue, to question of the ability of entrepreneurs with disabilities if viewed from the angle of equal opportunity which is always highlighted [5, 20, 15] [31]. In addition, the
power to motivate and encourage entrepreneurs trials that the disabled have become a powerful starting point to them to put themselves in entrepreneurship [20] should receive due recognition and more opportunities are highlighted.

Social impact that will have a direct impact on disabled people will indirectly resolve an issue faced by disabled people and entrepreneurs can contribute to society. References [23] entrepreneur drive the economy by efficient outcomes trues the systematic identifying social problem with positive externalities and develops approach into economic system. Contribution of entrepreneur are not much differences, entrepreneur also frequently act to social manner but for social entrepreneur they always look for social problem directly in mission social solving add creating social impact [9].

Involvement of entrepreneurs with disabilities in social entrepreneurship will produce social entrepreneurs who will contribute to society through a variety of approaches and channels. Maybe in terms of education or charity or charitable contributions can help people then indirectly add value to society. Contribute to the disabled will be translated more clearly based on previous experience, based on the role played by social entrepreneurs are able to provide more employment opportunities[6, 20, 21], providing better facilities, and education and training directly with more effectively.

4 Summary

This paper provides a conceptual map in social entrepreneurship approach is explained in general about entrepreneurs with disabilities and the role it played by the government to help raise awareness among entrepreneurs about social entrepreneurship. Therefore, it is important to ensure the lack of exploration of entrepreneurship in the context of social entrepreneurship so that they are no longer stuck in unemployment problems or poverty for people with disabilities. At the same time entrepreneurs with disabilities will have the opportunity to contribute to society. In the end of social entrepreneur community will gain the benefit from creative and innovative approach of social entrepreneur.

5 Future Agenda

In future agenda, researchers hope to explore more about experiences face by successful entrepreneurs with disability and build a modal based on social entrepreneur’s perspectives for entrepreneur with disabilities. In addition, to explore more in how they can involve with social entrepreneur and at the same time contribute to society.
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